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A wool shop and place to knit, spin, weave and crochet 

February 2021 

Store Hours: 
Tues. through Fri: 10am – 4pm 
Saturday: 10am – 3pm 

Please note the change in Saturday hours.  I 
will be closing at 3pm so that I can teach 3pm 
to 4pm classes. 

Newest Arrivals 
The Smooshy with Cashmere Pop Up Club is back at 
Dyed In The Wool.  The February color is amazing.  
I will be sharing it with you at the beginning of 
February.   

The LaJolla COM (color of the month) is another 
fabulous shade.  We are so looking forward to it 
arriving. 

Martin Storey has added 6 incredibly saturated 
colors to the Moordale yarn.  There is a French 
Navy that is stunning blue, a color called Sloe 
which is a dramatic burgundy.  Orange Peel is a 
bold burnt orange, Peony is a magnificent magenta.  
Pillar Box is the richest red which is the color of 
the Royal Mail Boxes (also known as Pillar Boxes) 
and the Pea is the color of fresh cut spring grass.  
I already loved the available colors of this yarn but 
this rounds out the collection. 

To go with these magnificent colors there is a new 
pattern book by Martin Storey which has a nice 
collection of accessories and sweaters.  The 
Moordale Collection One was a great pattern book 
and this latest Collection is incredible.  These 
patterns are available through Ravelry as individual 
patterns but I see value in the pattern book as I 
can think of at least three patterns that I would 
like to knit.  At the moment I am working on the 
Swale which is the pattern that is featured on the 
cover.   

Carol Feller’s Nua & Nua Worsted 
I ordered Nua and Nua Worsted for the February KALs last Monday, 
the 18th.  The yarn shipped from Fyberspates in England on Tuesday 
and arrived in the shop on Thursday morning.  This yarn is delightful to 
work with and I am so excited to see this great yarn now available in a 
worsted weight. 

I have created packets for everyone working the KAL so your yarn is 
ready for pickup and the homework will be allocated shortly.  The 
Dacite is made in Nua Worsted.  Korat, Transome & Twining are all 
made in Nua Sport.  Really exited about these great KALs. 

Carol Feller Coffee & A Chat 
On January 30th we will be hosting coffee and a chat with Carol 
Feller.  You don’t have to be participating in the KALs to join us, you 
just have to enjoy meeting other knitters.  Carol’s designs are detailed 
but not complicated as she walks you through each stage.  I have 
enjoyed wearing six of her designs and am looking forward to adding a 
few more to my wardrobe. 

Valentine Boo 
On Sunday, February 14th Bev will be releasing the first clue in her 
latest MKAL.  I am still trying to decide which yarn to pick, I am 
thinking Gleem Lace or Exquisite.  Which yarn will you pick? 

Coffee, a Chat and Instruction with Bev from Boo Knits 
Bev is going to join us on Sunday, February 28th at 2pm for an 
afternoon of chat and fun.  Bev would also like to demonstrate one of 
the interesting techniques that we will find in Clue Four.  Haven’t 
knitted a Boo yet?  You can still join us and enjoy talking lace, beads 
and so much more. 

Don’t forget to sign up for the Zoom Classes and coffee with Carol 
Feller or with Bev from Boo Knits.  To sign up just send me an email 
and I will send you the invitation.   

If you would like to join your regular class but need to join via Zoom, 
again please let me know ahead of time so that I can get an invitation 
out to you in advance. 

Visit Us Online at www.ditwpa.com


